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Knockout! Warrants

Increased gearing for experienced traders
With the growing popularity of geared trading instruments

How do Knockout! Warrants differ
from Vanilla Warrants?

in South Africa, Standard Bank launches Knockout! Warrants,

Knockout Level

a super-charged warrant for experienced traders.

What are Knockout! Warrants?
Knockout! Warrants are warrants listed over individual indices
or shares traded on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange.
Investors can trade them in the same manner as vanilla

Knockout! Warrants have a Knockout Level. This Knockout
Level is equivalent to the Strike Price. If the price of the
underlying crosses the Knockout Level (Strike Price), the
warrant lapses, that is, it terminates and gives the holder no
further rights.

warrants.

Greater gearing/leverage

Standard Bank acts as a market maker for Knockouts

Knockout! Warrants offer greater gearing (leverage) than

providing liquidity to the market and ensuring that warrant

Vanilla Warrants. This means that, all other things being

traders are able to efficiently enter and exit positions.

equal, for a given percentage move in the price of the
underlying, that the percentage move in the price of a

The performance of Knockouts is linked to the value of the

Knockout! Warrant will be greater than for a Vanilla Warrant.

underlying index or share over which it is listed. As the price
of the underlying increases, all other things being equal:

Delta

•

Knockout! Call Warrants will increase in value; and

Knockout! Warrants almost replicate “Delta 1 Exposure” to

•

Knockout! Put Warrants will decrease in value, and vice

movement (up or down) as that of the underlying. Technically

versa.

Knockouts have a higher delta than Vanilla Warrants.

the underlying. Investors will receive close to the same price
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Standard Bank launches Knockout! Warrants,
a super-charged warrant for experienced traders.
Knockout! Call Warrants
Knockout! Call Warrants resemble Vanilla Call Warrants in that they allow the investor to profit if the underlying index rises.
When the underlying index is trading far away from the Knockout Level, the warrant will behave like a Vanilla Warrant:
Example

Knockout level

Index level

Knockout!
Warrant price

17 000

21 000

R4,44

21 500

R4,95

22 000

R5,41

Conversion ratio

1 000: 1

Assume Trader A purchases the above Knockout Call at R4,44 when the index is trading at 21 000. The index then rises to
22 000 and she sells her Knockout at R5,41. She has made a 22% return [(5,41- 4,44) / 4,44], while the index increased
by 4,7% [(22 000-21 000) / 21 000]. The Knockout! Warrant has gained 4,7 times the movement of the index, a similar
movement to Vanilla Index Warrants.
However, should the underlying index trade near the Knockout Level, the gearing offered by the warrant increases dramatically.
It is important to note that should the underlying index trade at or below the Knockout Level, the warrant automatically terminates:
Example

Knockout Level

Index Level

Knockout!
Warrant price

17 000

16 500

Lapsed

17 000

Lapsed

17 100

R0,15

17 500

R0,57

18 000

R1,08

18 500

R1,59

Conversion ratio

1 000: 1

Assume Trader B purchases the above Knockout Call at R0,57 when the index is trading at 17 500. The index then rises to
18 500 and she sells her Knockout at R1,59. She has made a 179% return [(1,59-0,57) / 0,57], while the index only
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increased by 5,7% [(18 500-17 500) / 17 500]. This strong price movement is due to the very high gearing of the Knockout!
Warrant when the underlying index is trading near the Knockout Level.
But remember that there can also be a complete loss of investment when trading Knockouts:
Assume Trader C purchases his Knockout Call at R1,08 when the index was trading at 18 000. The index then falls to 17 000
and he is unable to sell his Knockout! Warrant as the index has traded at the Knockout Level. He loses 100% of his cash
invested, while the index only decreased by 5,5% [(17 000-18 000) / 18 000].

Profit

Payoff profile of Knockout! Call Warrant vs Underlying Security

Loss

Price of the
underlying security

Knockout Level

Underlying Security
Knockout Call

How do you calculate the gearing on your Knockout! Warrant?
The gearing indicates the extent to which the warrant will rise and fall if the index moves 1%.

= [Price of Underlying Index / (Price of Knockout x Conversion Ratio)]
[21 000 / (4,44 x 1 000)]

[17 500 / (0,57 x 1 000)]

[17 100 / (0,15 x 1 000)]

4,73

30,70

114

It is important to note how the gearing increases as the underlying index approaches the Knockout Level.
As the gearing increases, so does the risk!!
What happens on expiry date?
If the index closes at 18 500 on expiry date, investors will receive a cash payout of

4

=

[(Index Level at expiry – Knockout Level / Conversion Ratio]

=

[(18 500 – 17 000) / 1 000]

=

R1,50

Is there a Premium over the intrinsic value?
The premium relates to the Standard Bank’s financing costs, which are necessary for hedging. The premium decreases
constantly through the life of the Knockout. Investors receive a portion of the premium back, if they close their Knockout!
Warrant before expiry, so long it has not been knocked out.

Premium of Knockout Call =
Price of Knockout – [(Underlying Price – Knockout Level) / Conv. Ratio]
				

= R1,08 – [(18 000 -17 000) / 1 000]

				

= R1,08 – R1,00

				

= R0,08

Knockout! Put Warrants
Knockout! Put Warrants resemble Vanilla Put Warrants in that they allow the investor to profit if the underlying index falls.
When the underlying index is trading far away from the Knockout Level, the Knockout! will behave like a Vanilla Warrant:

Example
Knockout Level

Index Level

Knockout!
Warrant price

26 000

23 000

R3,32

23 500

R2,85

24 000

R2,29

Conversion ratio

1 000: 1

		

Assume Trader D purchases the above Knockout Put at R2,29 when the index was trading at 24 000. The index then falls
to 23 000 and she sells her Knockout at R3,32. She has made a 45% return [(3,32 -2,29) / 2,29], while the index only
decreased by 4,2% [(23 000-24 000) / 24 000].
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However, should the underlying index trade near the Knockout Level, the gearing offered by the warrant increases dramatically.
It is important to note that should the underlying index trade at or above the Knockout Level, the warrant automatically terminates:

Example
Knockout Level

Index Level

Knockout!
Warrant price

26 000

24 500

R1,61

25 000

R1,10

25 500

R0,59

25 900

R0,19

26 000

Lapsed

26 500

Lapsed

Assume Trader E purchases his Knockout Put at R0,59 when the index was trading at 25 500. The index then drops
to 24 500 and he sells her Knockout! at R1,61. She has made a 173% return [(1,61-0,59)/0,59], while the index only
decreased by 3,9% [(24 500-25 500) / 25 500]. This strong price movement is due to the very high gearing of the
Knockouts when the underlying index is trading near the Knockout Level.
But remember that there can also be a complete loss of investment when trading knockouts:
Assume Trader F purchases his Knockout Call at R1,10 when the index was trading at 25 000. The index then rises to 26 000
and he is unable to sell his Knockouts as the index has traded at the Knockout Level. He loses 100% of his cash invested,
while the index only increased by 4% [(26 000-25 000) / 25 000].

Profit

Payoff profile: Underlying Security versus Knockout Put

Loss

Price of the
Underlying Security

Knockout Put
Underlying Security
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Knockout Level

... investors must realise that if they knockout,
they lose 100% of their investment. On this basis,
only invest the amount of cash you can afford to lose.
How do you calculate the gearing on your Knockout?
The gearing indicates the extent to which the warrant will rise and fall if the index moves 1%.

= [Price of Underlying Index / (Price of Knockout x Conversion Ratio)] x 10
[23 000/(3,32 x 1 000)]

[25 500/(0,59 x 1 000)]

[25 900/(0,19 x 1 000)]

6,93

43,2

136,3

It is important to note how the gearing increases as the underlying index approaches the Knockout Level.
As the gearing increases, so does the risk!!

What happens on expiry date?
If the index closes at 24 500 on expiry date, investors will receive a cash payout of
=

[(Knockout Level – expiring Index Level)/Conversion Ratio]

=

[(26 000 – 24 500)/1 000]

=

R1,50

Is there a premium over the intrinsic value?
The premium relates to Standard Bank’s financing costs, which are necessary for hedging. The premium decreases constantly
through the life of the Knockout. Investors receive a portion of the premium back, if they close their Knockout! Warrant before
expiry, so long it has not been knocked out.
Premium of Knockout Put
=

Price of Knockout! – [(Knockout Level – Underlying Price)/Conversion Ratio]

=

R1,10 – [(26 000 – 25 000) / 1 000]

=

R1,10 – R1,00

=

R0,10
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Advantages of trading Knockout!
Warrants
•

Greater Gearing / Leverage

•

Liquidity provided by Standard Bank, ensuring that traders are able to efficiently enter and exit positions.

•

Ability to trade both the long and short sides of the market.

•

Knockout Level provides traders’ protection from unlimited losses, that is, your maximum potential loss is your initial premium paid –
be aware that this is still a 100% loss on your investment.

•

Delta 1 Exposure, allows traders to replicate the index’s performance on an almost one-for-one basis.

Risks associated when trading Knockout! Warrants
•

Knockout! Warrants lose 100% of their value, if at any time during the life, the underlying equals or breaches the Knockout
Level.

•

Knockout! Warrants are highly leveraged investments.

Knockout! Warrants are to be considered more risky than trading in Vanilla Warrants. Potential traders therefore need to ask
themselves the following questions:

Do I have the time available to trade Knockout! Warrants?
Due to the amplified moves that can occur in these instruments, investors are required to constantly monitor both the Knockout and the
underlying over which they have invested. This becomes even more important when the Knockout is trading near its knockout level.

Can I afford to lose the cash I have invested?
Due to the high risk – high reward nature of Knockout! Warrants, traders must realise that if they knockout, that they lose 100%
of their investment. On this basis, only invest the amount of cash you can afford to lose.
•
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When trading Knockouts bear in mind the following:
•

The greater the gearing; the greater the risk

•

Keep a close eye on the underlying, as well as market activity.

•

Never buy a Knockout when the underlying is close to the Knockout Level.

•

Use a strict stop loss with constant monitoring of positions throughout the trading day.

When choosing your Knockout! Warrant
•

Ensure you understand the product properly, and have experience in trading derivatives.

•

If you are an inexperienced trader don’t trade Knockout! Warrants.

•

Once the index or share has been chosen, buy Knockout Calls if you are bullish, buy Knockout Puts if you are bearish.

•

Keep in mind that different Knockout! Warrants will have different Knockout Levels.

•

With every investment, one needs to have a time horizon. Don’t buy a Knockout Put listed on an index that you feel might fall in the
next three months, if the Knockout Put expires in one month.

•

Once you have entered the position, keep a close watch of the Current Index Level and your Knockout Level.

•

Manage the Knockout Level. If the index approaches the Knockout Level, we recommend you exit that Knockout while it still has
value.

•

Please note Standard Bank will not be a seller of the Knockout! Warrants close to the Knockout Level.

Disclaimer
This document is provided on the express understanding that the information contained herein would be regarded and treated as strictly confidential and proprietary to The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited acting
through its Corporate and Investment Banking Division (“SBSA”).  It is not to be delivered nor shall its contents be disclosed to anyone other than the entity to which it is being provided and its employees. Moreover, it
shall not be reproduced or used, in whole or in part, for any purpose other than for the consideration of the information set out herein, without the prior written consent of SBSA. This document has also been prepared
solely for information purposes by SBSA. Any indicative terms provided to you are provided for your information and do not constitute an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation to acquire any security or to enter into any
agreement, or any advice or recommendation to conclude any transaction (whether on the indicative terms or otherwise) and must not be deemed as such. Any information, indicative price quotations, disclosure materials
or analyses provided to you have been prepared on assumptions and parameters that reflect good faith determinations by SBSA or that have been expressly specified by you and do not constitute advice by SBSA and it
should not be relied upon as such. The information, assumptions and parameters used are not the only ones that might reasonably have been selected and therefore no guarantee is given as to the accuracy, completeness,
or reasonableness of any such information, quotations, disclosure or analyses. No representation or warranty is made that any indicative performance or return indicated will be achieved in the future. This document is not
an official confirmation of terms, does not represent an express or implied offer, nor does it create any liability or obligation on SBSA. Any transaction that may be concluded pursuant to this document shall be in terms of
and confirmed by the signing of appropriate documentation, on terms to be agreed between the parties. The information in the document is also subject to change without notice. SBSA, or an associated company, may
have effected or may effect transactions for its own account in any investment outlined in the document or any investment related to such an investment. Prospective investors should obtain independent advice in respect
of any product detailed in this document, as SBSA provides no opinion or advice including investment, tax or legal advice and makes no representation or warranty about the suitability of a product for a particular client or
circumstance. Such independent advice should be sought subject to SBSA’s prior written consent. Transactions described in this material may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. SBSA will only
provide investment advice if specifically agreed to by SBSA in appropriate documentation, signed by SBSA. This information is to be used at your own risk, and SBSA makes no representation with regards to the correctness
of the information herein.

Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15)
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited. Reg. No. 1962/000738/06  SBSA 803216
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